
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim stresses that elites and competent persons should take
their role in the Iraqi state administration

Chairman Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim called for the necessity of

competent Iraqis to take their role in the Iraqi state administration, indicating the existence

of certain sides aiming to limit Iraqi competencies to only ministerial positions, while as

there are hundreds of positions that is in need for fresh blood of general managers, deputies

and independent bodies .

\r\n

This was addressed during His Eminence meeting with elites and competencies of Wasit in the

city of Kut Wednesday, 03/16/2016.

\r\n

His Eminence stated if the reformations are not inclusive it will not be termed as reforms.

Reformation is a change from a tragic status to a sound state and this requires being

established on a clear vision and scheduled to a specific timeframe in accordance with

procedures, policies and legislation supporting the reformation process, stressing that the

Supreme Council will not be a hindering factor to any reform process, on the contrary the

Supreme Council will be a supporter, pointing to the need to introduce the technocrats

terminology and disclose the criteria that make a person as a technocrat expert, calling to

assess the performance of current ministers to distinguish the successful from the unsuccessful

taking into account the circumstances experienced by the current government related to security

and financial situation .

\r\n

in respect of security, His Eminence stated that the security progress must be accompanied by a

progress on the political level in order to be a supporting and strengthening factor, noting

that ISIS as a political bid had ended and post-ISIS must put for discussion, reiterating his

call to an Iraqi-Iraqi dialogue that would enables Iraqis to carryout settlements that serves

the interests of everyone.


